
INDUSTRIALIZATION AND URBANIZATION ESSAY

Industrialization has historically led to urbanization by creating economic growth and job opportunities that draw people
to cities. Urbanization typically begins when a factory or multiple factories are established within a region, thus creating a
high demand for factory labor.

These technological hubs draw workers from other areas in the same way factories used to, contributing to
urbanization. They are a natural barrier between Asia and the subcontinent. In spite of the comparative slow
rate of urbanization, there has been a steady growth in this respect since , when only 9. The rate of
urbanization in India is rather slow. Uniformity in the cultural patterns of urbanization in some Indian cities is
comparable to that in the Mexico City, studied by Oscar Lewis. On this basis he finds that by only  The
influence of the landscape around Mont-Roig, in southern Catalonia, can be seen These were the sources of
large scale employment opportunities for Canadians. Banning child labour may force children away from
legitimate work to work that is off the books and not necessarily legal. Instead, the best method would have
been to solve the problems that would otherwise have had the greatest negative impact on society. This is
specially, true for India. However, it can be argued that mechanization caused the loss of job opportunities to
Canadians in rural areas because human and manual labour was replaced by machines that did twice as much
work and functioned better. Working conditions were harsh and monotonous leading to a lot of grievances by
workers who were later on managed by unions which were formed between and  Milton Singer has found a
process of resilience in the cultural structures of the little and Great traditions of the cities that he investigated.
But in comparative terms and due to population increase this growth has not been in accordance with the
expectations. The group that was most negatively affected by industrialization was the farmers. Ethnic
tendencies and particularly ethnic residentialsegregation, are areas of examination than cannot be neglected if
we are tounderstand the individual and group experiences that ultimately influence urbangrowth. Urbanization
in third world countries Essay Words 5 Pages Urbanization and its effect on third world living
conditionsUrbanization is the spreading of cities into less populated agricultural areas. If by urbanization we
mean loss in the traditional social and cultural forms then industrialization does not always contribute to
urbanization. The authors state that industrialization accelerated urbanization and this in turn led to the growth
of cities. Historically, in India, therefore, no straight equation between urbanization and modernization might
be possible to establish. Caste and community neighborhoods of the Indian cities find its parallel in the
compadrazqo and vacindades of the Mexico City, which also represent neighbourhood unit based on
face-to-face relations and kinship ties. They would say that it is good that the developing countries were
becoming more developed. Not only do many businesses require large quantities of water to manufacture
products, but they also depend on oceans and rivers for the transportation of goods. Looking atCanadian urban
Because of the explosive growth of big business, the farmers were left behind with an enormous disadvantage.
Only in the last decade, , did the pace of urbanization in India exceed that in the United States during a
contemporary period.


